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What is a tree

hollow?
Do you know what a tree hollow is?

To you and me, a tree hollow is just a hole, cavity or tunnel in a tree or 
branch. But to an animal, that hollow may be a bedroom, hiding place, 
nursery or shelter. For more than 340 species of Australian animals, a 
hollow is a home. It is the ultimate tree house!

Hollows come in all shapes and sizes. It might seem obvious that 
the larger the animal, the bigger the hollow it needs. And the larger the 
hollow, the longer it takes to form. A hollow big enough for Australia’s 
largest owl, the mighty powerful owl (Ninox strenua), can take hundreds 
of years to develop.

Hollows can be found in both live and dead trees. A tree that appears 
lifeless may actually have a whole bunch of different animals living 
within it!

This book takes a peek inside the mysterious world of tree hollows. 
Find out how hollows are created, and discover many of the creatures 
that call them home. Meet some scientists who spend their time hollow 
hunting, and learn how to spot hollows and encourage habitat for 
hollow-dependent animals.
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What does it all mean?
Many words used in this book have a specific scientific 
meaning. If the word only appears once, it is explained 
in the text. If the word appears more than once, it is 
written in bold and its meaning is explained in the 
glossary.

What’s a scientific name?
After each animal’s common name appears a two-
part scientific name, also called a binomial name. The 
scientific name is given because many species have 
several common names. For example, the spotted-
tailed quoll is also known as the tiger quoll, tiger cat, 
native cat and bindjulang. You can see how this might 
get confusing!

To avoid this confusion, taxonomists (scientists who 
classify living things) assign each living thing a unique 
binomial name. The binomial name for the spotted-
tailed quoll is Dasyurus maculatus. The first part of the 
name (Dasyurus) refers to the genus, while the second 
part (maculatus) identifies the species belonging to 
that genus.

Where do animals and 
plants live?
The shaded area on the map of Australia on the 
opposite page shows where the spotted-tailed quoll 
may occur. This is known as its distribution or range. 
Animals and plants can only live where their habitat 
needs are met. So even though a city may be within the 
range shown, the species may no longer survive in the 
city, but still live in the areas around it. The distribution 
map for every species is different. Looking at a 
distribution map can help you work out which species 
may live near you.

How are living things 
classified? 
All living things are classified into groups. The number 
of species at each level of classification becomes 
smaller and smaller as the groups are sorted based on 
how closely related they are. Finally, a single species 
is named. At the back of this book you will find lists of 
animal species, classified into groups, which are known 
to either rely on tree hollows for their survival or use 
them occasionally. But there are loads of animals out 
there that we are still learning about, so this list is very 
likely to continue to grow!

How to use
this book

Before we dive into this book, here are a few things to help you understand the content.
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The term ‘threatened’ is used for any species 
that is critically endangered, endangered or 
vulnerable.

The conservation status for a species can be 
confusing, because it can differ depending on 
the organisation assessing it. The International 
Union for Conservation of Nature provides 
a global conservation status. In Australia, 
conservation status can be provided by the 
federal government or by each state or territory.

Animals and plants can also be considered 
in a local area – and can become ‘locally 
threatened’, for example, even though they may 
not be listed as threatened elsewhere. While 
the official conservation status does provide a 
good general guide, it is especially important to 
consider how well your local animals and plants 
are surviving in your immediate area too.

A distribution map shows the range 
in which a species can occur, such as 
this one for the spotted-tailed quoll. 

What is conservation status?
Animals and plants are given a conservation status to indicate how likely they are to become extinct (die out) in 
the near future. This helps us to understand which species need our most urgent action to avoid extinction.

Scientists not only assess conservation status based on the size of the population, but also consider how much 
habitat remains, how long the animals live for, how quickly they breed, and if the cause for their decline is 
likely to continue. Species are monitored and if things improve, or become worse, their conservation status will 
change. The conservation status is ranked as follows:

EX Extinct (EX) – The species no longer exists

EW Extinct in the Wild (EW) – The species is extinct in its 
natural habitat. Individuals still exist in captivity (such as in 
a zoo) or cultivation (such as in a botanic garden)

CR Critically Endangered (CR) – Extremely high risk of 
extinction in the wild

EN Endangered (EN) – Very high risk of extinction in the wild

VU Vulnerable (VU) – High risk of extinction in the wild

NT Near Threatened (NT) – At risk of extinction if the 
population continues to decline

LC Least Concern (LC) – The population is abundant and not 
under threat

DD Data Deficient (DD) – Not enough is known about the 
species to make an assessment

NE Not Evaluated (NE) – The species has not been assessed

BRUCE THOMSON
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A broad-headed snake cools off in a hollow 
when its rocky home gets too hot to handle

 Kookaburras need a weatherproof hollow, 
close to food sources, to raise their chicks

 A tiny hollow entrance keeps a little 
sugar glider safe from predators

 A hollow provides a lace monitor with 
a warm place to digest a big meal
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A hollow is

a home
Why choose a hollow?
Animals seek a home in loads of different places, such as beneath 
rocks, in caves and in hollow logs. But some animals seek out a very 
specific home – a hollow inside a standing tree. Many animals need a 
hollow all year round, while others need one occasionally. But why does 
an animal need a hollow at all?
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Shelter
Hollows provide protection from wind, rain, snow, heat and 
cold. Nocturnal animals, such as the brushtail possum 
(Trichosurus vulpecula), seek a dark shelter, protected 
from sunlight. They growl and fight to defend their hollow 
hideout from other animals. In the breeding season, the 
mother possum will make the hollow snuggly for her joey 
with a bed of bark or leaves.

Diurnal animals, such as the world’s third-largest lizard, 
the lace monitor (Varanus varius), appreciate a hollow to 
rest in. These ruthless carnivores will eat almost anything 
they can overpower – even large pythons – and provide 
the vital cleaning service of eating stinky, dead animals. 
When it is time to lay low, the lace monitor (also known as 
a goanna) may seek shelter in a hollow. The goanna may 
stay there overnight, for a few days while it digests a meal, 
or for much longer when the weather cools off.

Temperature control
Hollows deep within the tree provide the best insulation 
from outside temperatures – they can be cooler in 
summer and warmer in winter! Scientists think that 
animals, given a choice, will select hollows based partly 
on the direction they face – perhaps catching the morning 
sun from the east, or avoiding the hot westerly sun in 
summer. The feisty broad-headed snake (Hoplocephalus 
bungaroides) spends winter hiding in warm rock crevices, 
scoping out geckos. But when the rocks become 
blisteringly hot during summer, it slithers off to chill out in 
a cool hollow.

Though it’s the smallest gliding mammal 
in the world, the feathertail glider has it 
all. Sticky pads on its feet act like suction 
cups, enabling it to climb the smoothest 
surface, while its tail and sharp claws 
provide grip. The glider’s brush-tipped 
tongue is perfect for collecting nectar, 
and its molar teeth are equally perfect for 
grinding bugs. A tail of stiff, feather-like 
fur allows it to steer and brake during 
gliding as it moves with speed and agility 

through the bush. Like the five other 
Australian glider species, it is an important 
pollinator, transferring pollen on its body 
as it forages among the flowers. But with 
its super hearing and nocturnal vision 
alerting it to danger, it is seldom seen.

The scientific name for the feathertail 
glider means pygmy acrobat – and it 
certainly is one!
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Riding through the treetops, a joey 
brushtail possum almost squashes his mum

FEATHERTAIL GLIDER 
Acrobates pygmaeus

Leaping into a glide of up to  
20 metres, this feathertail glider  
is gone in a furry flash

The broad-headed snake might be small, but can strike with 
lightning speed
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KRISTIAN BELL
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Protection
Most little animals, such as the timid feathertail 
glider (Acrobates pygmaeus), choose hollows 
with an entrance just big enough to squeeze 
through. This makes sense, because then they 
are safe from bigger, bossier animals that might 
fancy their hollow, or larger predators that want 
to munch them. Many parrots and owls use 
deep hollows to stop their chicks falling out of 
the nest.Little boobook owl (Ninox boobook) chicks dream of the day they can fly

Kookaburras eat a wide variety of food, 
including small snakes, lizards and 
yabbies
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Nesting
Some animals, such as the laughing 
kookaburra (Dacelo novaeguineae), 
only need a hollow at breeding time. 
These iconic Australian birds pair 
for life, and the older brothers and 
sisters pitch in to help sit on the eggs 
and raise the new chicks. Nesting 
hollows are highly prized, and have 
to be big enough for the growing 
family. They must also be comfortable, 
weatherproof, close to food and safe 
for weeks on end.
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The male gang-gang cockatoo has a 
striking red crest

The large-footed myotis is happy in 
many habitats, as long as it is near 
water. Look carefully – this large-footed 
myotis is about to snatch a mozzie!

JUDITH DELAND

MICHAEL PENNAY

Do I need a hollow home?
Scientists refer to animals that use tree hollows as either 
obligate or opportunistic users.

An animal that is dependent on a hollow for its survival 
is an obligate hollow user. For example, all cockatoos are 
obligate hollow users, because they need a hollow annually 
for breeding.

For most of the year, the gang-gang cockatoo 
(Callocephalon fimbriatum) moves about in search of seeds 
– its squeaky call and dazzling, red head giving it away. 
When summer comes, the birds head to cool, alpine forests 
to nest in a hollow. But if they can’t find a suitable one, they 
will not breed that season.

If an animal uses a hollow occasionally, but would be 
equally happy hiding elsewhere – like a cave – it is called 
an opportunistic hollow dweller. The large-footed myotis 
(Myotis macropus) is Australia’s only fishing bat. It skilfully 
flies across the water, raking the surface with its enormous 
feet and snatching up small fish and aquatic invertebrates 
such as insects and prawns to munch. The bat is not too 
fussy about where it sleeps, so long as it is safe, dark and 
waterside. It may roost by itself or in a group in a cave, 
mine or tunnel; under a bridge; in a disused birds’ nest; or 
inside a tree hollow.

More than 340 different Australian animal species need a 
hollow either daily or part-time. This means that millions of 
hollows are required!
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The eastern pygmy-possum is a cryptic 
creature – secretive and difficult to 
detect. It is small, quiet and beautifully 
camouflaged, disappearing within the 
foliage and dark shadows of the night. 
During the day, it remains tucked in a 
ball within a hollow, old nest or grass 
tree skirt. You may never have known it 
was there – unless you found it in your 
washing basket!

This delightful discovery was the 
beginning of a fantastic journey for 
a lady called Lesley Stevens. Her 
neighbour’s furry find, hidden among 
the washing, was the first eastern 
pygmy-possum recorded in her bushy 
Sydney suburb. Surely, she thought, 
there had to be more? So she decided 
to find out.

Several years on, Lesley’s 
curiosity has grown into a 
community-driven pygmy-
possum monitoring project, 
with lots of residents and 
scientists involved. And yes, they have 
found many more pygmy-possums, as 
well as monitoring other cryptic critters, 
such as the feathertail glider.

A big part of the pygmy-possum 
monitoring project is education – 
telling everybody about the possums 
and showing them how to look after 
them. The local community, including 
children, has made special nesting 
boxes and used camera traps to 
photograph these sweet little possums 
nesting and foraging – as the possums 
had always done, for they had been 
there all along.

This population of pygmy-possums 
is lucky, because they live beside a 
protected natural environment. But 
they provide a cautionary reminder of 
how important it is to look after animal 
habitats. Otherwise, secretive animals 
such as this one may disappear, 
sometimes from our very backyards, 
without us even knowing it.
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Cute and quiet, the 
nocturnal eastern 
pygmy-possum is 
rarely seen

EASTERN PYGMY-POSSUM
Cercartetus nanus 
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Life can be tricky for animals. When food is scarce, the 
temperature too hot or too cold, or during droughts and floods, 
foraging can be difficult – so what do they do? Some just  
switch off!

Warm-blooded animals (called endothermic), including humans, 
can regulate their body temperature. When times are tough, 
some animals can conserve energy – and reduce their need for 
food – by slowing their metabolism (heart rate, breathing and 
activity), lowering their body temperature and napping for a while. 
Wouldn’t that be handy?

Ectothermic animals (amphibians, reptiles, fish and invertebrates) 
cannot regulate their body temperature. Instead,  
their activity is dependent on environmental temperatures. For 
example, when it gets too chilly for a snake to be active, it either 
finds a warm rock to bask on, or a safe place to shut down until 

the temperature rises.
This is called torpor when done for short periods 

(hours or days) and hibernation when the animal 
goes into a deeper sleep for several weeks 

or months. The eastern pygmy-possum is 
a world record holder in the napping 

game. One individual was recorded 
by scientists as managing almost 

a year – although this is very 
unusual!

Obviously, a good, safe spot 
is best when an animal needs 
to switch off. What better place 
could there be than your own 
private hollow?

BRAD LAW

Eastern pygmy-possums can go into 
torpor to conserve energy

The big sleep
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